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Here comes the bride, all dressed in... whatever he wants! HowStuffWorks's guide is dedicated to helping you make that special day reflect your (and your husband-to-be's) personality. From rings to roses and dresses to first dances, we have everything. Amy Robinson and Brandon Brown dated for
seven years before they got engaged, a fact that the bride's mother didn't let them forget. She always said she would hire a choir at our wedding once we finally tied the knot, talking-and on the day-of, Amy making sure it happened! On October 15, 2016, Amy and Brandon's 170 guests, including the
bride's mother, were surprised when they arrived at St. Regis Atlanta in Buckhead. The couple transformed the already beautiful space into a whimsical garden of wonderland, with the help of wedding planner Suzanne Reinhard from the Suzanne Reinhard event. I wanted flowers – lots of flowers! says the

bride. The hotel had an outdoor terrace (located on the 7th floor!) and the Astor Ballroom full of delicate flowers in shades of blush, peach and white. Basically, with so many flowers, they turned an empty space into a charming environment full of romance and southern charm. Check out these amazing
photos of Jeremy Harwell from Harwell Photography for self- and flower lovers, you may want to take note. Photo Jeremy Harwell I always dreamed of feeling like I did when I saw myself in this dress, says Amy of her strapless dress By Monique Lhuillier, which was embroidered with flowing ribbons. The
bride wore a double veil (one short, one long) to gently cover over her face during her walk down the aisle. Photo Jeremy Harwell Gray accents added a pop of color throughout the day-from bridesmaids' dress to a floral girl tulle belt. Photo: Jeremy Harwell Arch hydrangeas and roses surrounded by
boxwood walls, which was accentuated with more blush flowers. Photo Jeremy Harwell Photo Jeremy Harwell's father of the bride escorted her down the aisle to meet Brandon at the altar. After they were declared husband and wife, the choir began singing Oh Happy Day. You could hear their voices
echoing across the terrace, and it chilled me, says Amy. My mom was absolutely shocked! Photo Jeremy Harwell Photo Jeremy Harwell Inside the ballroom, the head table was topped with a mirrored runner and illuminated by a pillar of candles in glass holders. Overhead, a floating reed of garden roses,
tulips, hydrangeas and eucalyptus branches added a dose of drama. Brandon and I sat in the love seat, which our florist adorned with greenery and roses, describes Amy. Photo Jeremy Harwell's Bride is on a huge DIY project: hand-painting every invitation with a watercolor floral pattern. It was a much
bigger commitment than I would Says. Print out another look on a pair of hand-painted wedding cake, with fresh flowers adding color to each level. Inside, the almond cake was layered with fresh strawberries and champagne mousse. After cutting the cakes, the newlyweds opened a bottle of champagne
with a saber and then hit the dance floor! Photo The Jeremy Harwell Downtown Band came from Nashville to play for the evening, and had guests on the dance floor all night. We danced nonstop, and it all went so fast, says Amy. Having so many family and friends in one room for one purpose,
celebrating our marriage, was an incredible feeling and made it a night I will never forget! Claudia McVeay has her mother to thank for pushing her towards a handsome stranger (who turned out to be Alexander Lovato!). She kept telling me I should pretend I was going for a run to meet him on the
sidewalk, or to take a yoga class at the gym, so I bumped into him, laughs Claudia. Then, one night at dinner at a friend's house, she talked to a man she had never met before, but who looked all too familiar. I asked a few subtle questions and realized it was the same guy my mom had been talking about
for months, talking with a laugh. That night, Claudia and Alex shared a plate of food, and the rest is history. After a romantic proposal under an oak tree illuminated by flashing lights, the couple got to work planning their October 15, 2017, wedding in Atlanta, Georgia. We drew inspiration from the Secret
Gardens and great expectations, says Claudia about their overgrown, Old World vision. The historic, European feel of The Swan House made the property an ideal location in the 1920s - and from there the couple built an All-Star team starting with planner and designer Alise Taggart. Keep reading to see
more of Alex and Claudia's charmed celebration than photographed by Erich McVey. Photo Erich McVey Swan House's tiered fountain and dramatic staircase set the scene with an English garden vibe. Photo Erich McVey The couple treated their apartment invitation as a preview of their big day, using
layers of vellum and deckled-edge paper merchandise to create a sense of age-old romance. Photo Erich McVey Photo Erich McVey Claudia wanted a dress with classic detailing and found it in a Monique Lhuillier dress with an elegantly draped bodice and tulle skirt. I've probably tried on 100 dresses,
and this makes me feel like me, explains the bride. Photo: Erich McVey Photo Erich McVey Photo Erich McVey's bride performs a sly possant of convalinky, gardening, and garden roses. He combined his own engagement ring with two bands - one platinum, one gold. Mixed metal represents the
uniqueness of each of us, says Claudia. She complemented her look with vintage inspired Manolo Blahnik pumps. Photo by Erich McVey Erich McVey Photo Erich McVey We had our first glimpse of the stone stairs where Alex was waiting for me at the bottom, recalls Claudia. Halfway down, as Alex
looked at me with love, my veil grabbed and plyed his head back. We both laughed and that moment couldn't have made us bigger. To complement Claudia's delicate dress, Alex wore a Calvin Klein suit, which he bought at the last minute. The day before the wedding, Alex tried on his first suit and
realized it was too big, so after the festive rehearsal, we went shopping! Claudia laughs. Instead of bridesmaids or grooms, the couple's beloved Pomeranian, Lilly, walked down the aisle in collared conantes. Photo Erich McVey Photo Erich McVey's organic altar was designed to look like it was naturally
grown on property grounds. It was made with creeping mache and vines that lead to a half-moon accented with white flowers. Photo: Erich McVey Photo Erich McVey Photo Erich McVey The couple's boyfriend officiated the ceremony, embracing their personal vows and reading the Hinterhof james
fenton. Photo Erich McVey Photo Erich McVey During the cocktail hour, two large farmhouse tables were styled with indulgent charcuterie spreads so guests could catch a bite as they shuffled on to the spacious lawn. Photo Erich McVey Claudia is an artist, so she hand-painted the canvas for the escort
card display itself. It was a mixed medium piece, and I designed it so that it really blended in with the weathered stone of Swan House, he explains. Guest names were calligraphed on hand-torn escort cards to complete the soft, romantic display. Photo Erich McVey Photo Erich McVey Photo Erich McVey
Photo Erich McVey At the other end of the property, a long line of washed-up Tuscan farmhouse tables was set for a 60-person dinner. The singular table was shrouded in silk runner, and finished with trailing greenery and a small arrangement of cream and white English garden roses. Place layered white
plates with vintage silver, crystal water glasses, and hand-dyed silk napkins. Calligraphed menu and place cards completed the overall look. Photo Erich McVey Photo Erich McVey After dark, washing uplighting an illuminated Swan House with dramatic columns and nearby trees. Photo The Erich McVey
Dessert was served on a patio next to the Boxwood Garden, where Claudia and Alex cut into elegant vanilla-and-almond cake draped in more trailing greenery. Photo Erich McVey Photo Erich McVey At the end of the evening, Claudia and Alex ran through a cloud of rose petals and made their getaway in
a 1931 Chrysler. Alex and I did our best to stay present, both through the process and on our wedding day, says Claudia. Don't forget to take a moment to get everything! Erin Photo Icy blues, furry fabrics and a bounty of style make these gorgeous weddings one-of-a-kind. 1 in 20 Wintery Greens Accent
neutral spread reception treats with winter greenery, as one couple did for this cozy Michigan wedding. Via Green Wedding Shoes 2 of 20 white and gold ceremony evoke the sharp aesthetic of the winter season with a pleasant white-gold color scheme for the ceremony - bonus points for adding a
background of golden trees mottled with white flowers. Via Sterling Social 3 of 20 Matte Bouquets 4 of 20 Monochrome Blue Pro color scheme that works – whether your winter wedding is on the beach or on a snowy hill – embrace blue with a monochrome theme. Via Strictly Weddings 5 of 20 Naked
Berry Cake rustic nude cake covered in forest elements, such as sticks and branches, bring a seasonal touch to the winter picnic getaway. Via Green Wedding Shoes 6 of the 20 Soft Spots Welcome guests to the dining table with furry feasts tossed on the seats, and a variety of gorgeous pastel pink
flowers. Via Decoration Inc. 7 of 20 greens with ribbon Although the trees outside can be barren, bring the heat of the season to your winter wedding by ingesting greenery over guests' chairs. Tie with a ribbon tinted jewelry. Via Antonia Christianson Events 9 of 20 Cozy Winter Lounge Give guests a place
to warm up with a seating area laden with candles and comfy pillows. Via Sterling Social 11 out of 20 Toasts Drinks Your wedding drinks don't have to hold champagne and wine. Give guests something they really want in cold weather – warm, soothing hot cocoa. Via Strictly Weddings 12 of the 20 Ice
Fairy Tale Table Get inspired by ice sculptures by creating a romantic highway sign with lucid table scenery blushing pink, lavenders and light green. Via Strictly Weddings 13 of 20 Snowy White Candles and Greens At Boho Chic Wedding in Texas, a tablescape of glowing white candles and leafy green
evokes the pristine nature of the season. Via Green Wedding Shoes 14 out of 20 Accessories Galore Who says you can't have pineapps at your winter wedding? If you stick to a neutral color palette, you can accessorize with anything. Via Strictly Weddings 15 out of 20 Effortlessly Elegant Table
Incorporate a cheerful, romantic style into your winter wedding tablescape with a flowing runner and a colourful palette of light blues, greys and greens. Via Wedding Sparrow 16 out of 20 Moody Cake Wedding cake doesn't have to be snowy white: They evoke the moodier tones of the season with gold
and black cake topped with winter leaves. Via Luxe Event Productions 17 of 20 Sentimental Photos Use a small white tree to view photos that will bring a warm smile to you and your guests, even on a frosty day. Through the function. 18 out of 20 Jewel tones If you want red to be part of your color
scheme, opt for a jewel tone echo the mysterious, quiet side of the winter season. Via Antonia Christianson Events 19 of 20 Plum Leaves Cake Adorned with a simple white cake with plum-hue flowers and a ring of warm, glowing candles. Via Strictly Weddings 20 of Frosty's 20 Blankets Roll up blue, white
and grey blankets and place in a box to offer guests - appreciate staying warm and cozy on your big day. Via Wedding Sparrow Sparrow
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